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Overview
Key Findings
The Formula SAE competition is a competition which
focuses on developing engineers through racing. The
team is expected to design and market a vehicle for
non-professional weekend racers. A large part of the
competition centers around two race sessions and a
fuel economy test. While the race sessions are
largely at low speeds and thus downforce will be low,
there are a number of other considerations, as far as
aerodynamics are concerned which must be
addressed. These considerations are engine cooling
and drag. The radiator for the engine is generally
mounted in the sidepod of the car, so it will be
important to ensure that there is enough airflow to the
radiator to keep the engine cool. Drag requires the
car to use more horsepower to maintain a certain
speed .This negatively affects the fuel economy of
the car, and also the performance.

The main focus of the aerodynamic development will be the bodywork, underbody treatment
and radiator ducting. The bodywork has three conflicting functions. First it must be able to
enclose the driver and the components such as the engine. The bodywork must be lightweight
and strong enough to resist the aerodynamic forces. Racecars also need large radii and gentle
transitions (Smith, 1978). The nose cone should be flat on the bottom with sharp corners to
vertical sides and a rounded top. A ground effect tunnel can be seen below (Smith, 1984).

Figure 3 Ground Effect Tunnel Smith, 1984

Carroll Smith has a number of tips to aid in the design of ground effect tunnels.
1. Forward edges of air inlet must be radiused.
2. There should be no separation of flow in the tunnel.
3. Transitions between the different sections of the tunnels should be radiused.
4. The longer the flat section (throat), the more downforce will be created and the more drag
will be created.
5. The farther forward the throat is located the farther forward the center of pressure.
6. Intersection between vertical walls and roof must be radiused.
7. Inboard side of tunnels must be sealed to the chassis.
8. The airstream must not impinge on the rear wheels.
9. The greater the distance between the road and the other side of the tunnel, the steeper the
diffuser angle can be.
10. The greater the distance between the road and the roof of the tunnel, the less important
ride height and rake becomes (Smith, 1984).
Staniforth says that the lower speeds the vehicle will be operating at,the higher angle of
attack and the steeper the camber should be. He suggests one between 8 and 10 degrees.
He also suggests not having a divergent angle of greater than 7 degrees (Staniforth, 2001).
A ram air ducted radiator can be seen below.

Figure 1 Vehicle without bodywork

Impact
Formula SAE develops future engineers by allowing them to
apply the knowledge that they have learned in class and also
to gain design and manufacturing experience. The primary
focus of the project is to develop the most efficient
aerodynamic package possible.

Explanation
This project is heavily related to the aerospace industry as the
analysis for the vehicle will require the use of computational fluid
dynamics software, as well as the basic principles of
aerodynamics and engineering judgment.

Figure 2 Solidworks FloXpress Analysis

Figure 4Ram Air Ducted Radiator Milliken, 1995

Milliken provides some tips to designing a ram air ducted radiator
1.The entrance cone should have well rounded edges.
2.Long diffusers with small diffuser angles
3.Radiator fits tightly in the duct
4.Contraction section speeds up to the air to free stream velocity (Milliken, 1995).
Smith says that the inlet of the duct needs to be located as far from the track surface as
possible and in region of high pressure and laminar flow. Also,it is important that the inlets
have a minimum radius of ¼” and that the diffuser stays between 8 and 15 degrees
(Smith, 1978).
In order to develop the aerodynamics package, a number of possibilities are being looked
into to analyze the performance of the aerodynamics. Solidworks has some built-in CFD
but it is only for internal flow (as shown in the picture on the lower left). This will be useful
for the radiator duct work. Other possibilities include getting sponsorship for either a CFD
program or CFD assistance. There are also a number of free CFD programs available
online. Another possibility is to do scale wind tunnel testing using prototypes. The final
possibility is simply to follow rules of thumb and develop the vehicle as best as possible
that way and try to fix any problems during testing.
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